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Abstract
State-of-the-art neural network models for optical flow
estimation require a dense correlation volume at high resolutions for representing per-pixel displacement. Although
the dense correlation volume is informative for accurate
estimation, its heavy computation and memory usage hinders the efficient training and deployment of the models. In
this paper, we show that the dense correlation volume representation is redundant and accurate flow estimation can
be achieved with only a fraction of elements in it. Based on
this observation, we propose an alternative displacement
representation, named Sparse Correlation Volume, which is
constructed directly by computing the k closest matches in
one feature map for each feature vector in the other feature map and stored in a sparse data structure. Experiments show that our method can reduce computational cost
and memory use significantly, while maintaining high accuracy compared to previous approaches with dense correlation volumes.

1. Introduction
Optical flow estimation is a classic problem in computer
vision [11]. It aims at finding pixelwise correspondences
between two images. Traditionally it has been formulated as
an optimization problem solved by continuous [4, 11, 32] or
discrete [22, 7, 31] optimization. Since the development of
deep learning, optical flow estimation has been formulated
as a learning problem where direct regression from a neural
network becomes a common approach [9, 16].
One popular representation in dense correspondence
problems is the correlation (cost) volume, first introduced
by Hosni et al. [12]. Correlation volumes give an explicit
representation of per-pixel displacements and have demonstrated their wide use in learning problems of stereo matching [18] and optical flow [9, 27]. Contrary to stereo matching problems, where the search space is along a scanline,
optical flow problems have a 2D search space, which leads
to two challenges: large memory consumption and high
computational cost when directly processing a 4D volume.
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(c) Dense correlation volume

(d) Sparse correlation volume

(e) Optical flow (RAFT [29])

(f) Optical flow (ours)

Figure 1: Optical flow estimation with dense correlation
volume and sparse correlation volume. (c) and (d) illustrate the correlation volumes for a single pixel (yellow dot) in the
first image. The white crosses in (b) indicate the top-k matches.
We show accurate optical flow can be estimated given only a few
matching correlations.

To reduce the memory and computational cost, existing
approaches [27, 34, 33, 13, 36] first build a feature pyramid and compute correlation volumes at coarse resolutions,
then gradually warp upper-level feature maps based on upsampled flow and construct a local correlation volume over
a limited search range. One notable problem observed in
previous work [4, 32, 20], was that coarse-to-fine frameworks fail to address the case when the flow displacement
is larger than the flow structure, i.e. the famous small objects moving fast problem.
Recent approaches, Devon and RAFT [20, 29] proposed
using direct search in the second image to remove the need
for warping. RAFT especially demonstrated the benefit of
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(a) A dense correlation volume requires saving all pairs of
matches.

F2

(b) A sparse correlation volume requires saving only top-k
matches.

Figure 2: Comparison between dense correlation volume and top-k sparse correlation volume. In a sparse correlation
volume, only the top-k matches are stored and the rest are discarded.

first constructing an all-pairs correlation volume and directly processing it at a single resolution rather than in a
coarse-to-fine manner. However, the all-pairs correlation
volume requires pair-wise dot product between the two feature maps. Hence, both the time and the space complexity
are O(N 2 ), where N is the number of pixels of an image. A
small N is required to reduce the memory consumption and
therefore RAFT can only use 1/8 resolution feature maps.
A low-resolution feature map cannot fully represent the fine
details of an image. We wonder if there is a way to construct a correlation volume with the all-pairs search range
but without exceeding the maximum GPU memory. We
thus question the necessity of storing all pairwise correlations and hypothesize that only storing the top-k correlations for each pixel might be sufficient.
Our intuition is that a feature vector in one image has
only a few feature vectors in the other image with high correlation to match. Hence, there could be large redundancy
in the dense correlation volume where the small correlations do not contribute to the prediction. Figure 1 illustrates
the comparison between a dense correlation volume and a
sparse correlation volume.
We propose a Sparse Correlation Volume representation,
where only the top-k correlations for each pixel are stored
in a sparse data structure defined by a {value, coordinates}
pair. In this paper, we demonstrate how a sparse correlation
volume representation can be used to solve the optical flow
problem. We propose an approach to construct and process
such a sparse correlation volume in an optical flow learning
framework. We demonstrate that even if only a small fraction of elements are stored, our results are still comparable
to previous work [29] which employs a dense correlation
volume. We finally demonstrate that the sparse approach
allows the construction of a high-resolution correlation volume, which can predict the motions of fine structures more
accurately than previous approaches.

2. Method

In modern deep learning optical flow approaches, a feature extraction network is first applied to extract feature
maps from the image pair, F1 , F2 : Z2 → Rc , where c is the
number of channels. The correlation volume C : Z4 → R
is formed by computing inner products between pairwise
feature vectors,
C(x, d) = F1 (x) · F2 (x + d).

(1)

The output is a four-dimensional tensor which can be represented as a set
C = {C(x, d) | x ∈ X , d ∈ D}.

(2)

Here, X = [0, h) × [0, w) ∩ Z2 is the domain of the feature map F1 and |X | = hw, where h and w represent the
height and width of F1 respectively. The displacement
set D is defined as D = [−d, d]2 ∩ Z2 where d represents
the maximum displacement along the x or y direction and
|D| = (2d + 1)2 . Therefore, the correlation volume C contains hw(2d + 1)2 elements.
To reduce the size of the correlation volume, previous
approaches use coarse-to-fine and warping methods to constrain the size of d [27, 13, 33]. To handle large displacements accurately, RAFT [29] constructs an all-pairs correlation volume where the displacement range contains the entire feature map. Excluding out-of-range matches, RAFT’s
all-pairs correlation volume contains N 2 elements where
N = hw. Therefore, lower-resolution feature maps are
required to constrain N . In this work, we show that the
all-pairs correlation volume can in fact be a sparse tensor,
where only a small fraction of the values are stored and processed. We show that we can effectively reduce the spatial
complexity from O(N 2 ) to O(N k) with only a minor drop
of performance, where k gives the number of matches we
want to keep. The main idea is demonstrated in Figure 2.

2.1. Sparse Correlation Volume
For each x ∈ X , we define a set
X
C(x, d)
Sx(k) = arg max

Let I1 , I2 : Z2 → R3 be two RGB images. The problem
is to estimate a dense flow field f : Z2 → R2 that maps each
pixel coordinate x to a displacement vector f (x).

S⊂D,|S|=k d∈S
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Figure 3: Network architecture and residual flow prediction for a single iteration. (1) F1 and F2 are feature maps extracted

e with top-k
by a feature extraction network. We form the 4D sparse correlation volume by first computing a set of displacements d0 ∈ K
correlations with KNN. We then take the dot product for each feature vector in F1 with its k corresponding feature vectors in F2 . The
dashed arrows denote paths that have no gradient flow while the solid arrows denote paths that do. (2) In each iteration, the displacement
vectors are updated by subtracting the residual flow di − ∆fi to update the 4D correlation volume. A multi-scale displacement encoder
is applied to encode the 4D sparse correlation volume to a 2D dense motion tensor. (3) A GRU update block is applied to predict the
residual flow ∆fi+1 for the next iteration. The GRU block also takes input of hi , Fc , fi which represents the hidden state vector of current
iteration, feature map extracted by the context network and current estimation of optical flow, and outputs the hidden state vector for the
next iteration as well the residual flow.

containing the k displacements that give the maximum correlations. The correlation volume can now be represented
as a four-dimensional sparse tensor
Ce = {C(x, d) | d ∈ Sx(k) , x ∈ X }.

(4)

This sparse correlation volume contains hwk elements as
opposed to the original dense correlation volume with h2 w2
elements. The constant k is typically a small number (e.g.
k = 8).
We now show how to construct the sparse correlation
volume and estimate optical flow from it. Our network architecture is shown in Figure 3.

2.2. k-Nearest Neighbours
We first use two weight-sharing feature extraction networks to extract 1/4 resolution feature maps from the input images. Our feature extraction networks consist of six
residual blocks and the number of feature channels is 256.
To construct the sparse correlation volume, we use a knearest neighbours (kNN) module [17] to compute a set of
indices with the k largest correlation scores for each feature
vector in F1 . The sparse correlation volume is computed
by taking the dot product between each feature vector in
F1 with the top k feature vectors given by the indices in
F2 . During back-propagation, the gradients are only propagated to the k feature vectors that are selected by the kNN
module.

2.3. Displacements Update
We adopt an overall iterative residual refinement approach. As shown by previous work [15, 29], estimating
residual flows can effectively reduce the search space and
predict better results than direct regression [16, 9]. Rather

than directly predicting optical flow f , a residual flow ∆fi+1
is predicted at each step and used to update the current flow
estimation fi+1 = fi + ∆fi+1 .
At each step, a pixel x in F1 is mapped to xi in F2 according to the current estimate of flow xi = x + fi . Our
sparse correlation volume Ce described in Section 2.1 can be
regarded as an initial estimation f0 = 0 at i = 0. When the
coordinate xi is updated to xi+1 = xi + ∆fi , the relative
displacements in Ce should be updated accordingly as well.
To do so, we shift the coordinates of the sparse correlation
tensor by subtracting k-nearest neighbouring ∆fi from di
in each step, Ci (x, di ) = Ci+1 (x, di − ∆fi ), as depicted
in Figure 4a. Note here we allow di − ∆fi to be floatingpoint. It is also important to note that the inner products are
computed only once at the start since in each step, only the
correlation coordinates change while the correlation values
remain the same.

2.4. Multi-scale Displacement Encoder
One question that is often raised with any sparse approach is how to process a sparse tensor, since the regularity
of a normal dense h × w × c tensor is lost. Sparse convolutions [8] may be used, however, we will present a simpler
and more efficient approach here.
A dense all-pairs correlation volume has dimension h ×
w × h × w and we have reduced it to a sparse tensor with
h × w × k elements where only the top-k correlations for
each pixel are saved. We can see that the first two dimensions are still dense and what has become sparse are the
third and fourth dimensions. The goal here is to encode the
k elements for each pixel and form a dense h×w ×c tensor,
which can later be used to predict ∆fi+1 .
Following previous work [29], we propose creating
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note the scaled displacements at level l, updated with the
current ∆fi by dl = (di − ∆fi ) / 2l−1 .
In addition, we denote the correlation values at level l by
(k)
C l (x, dl ) = C(x, d) for d ∈ Sx . At each level, we constrain the displacements by a constant radius r and define
the windowed set of correlation values at level l,

(a) Displacements update. As a pixel’s coordinates are updated
by adding ∆fi , the relative displacements are diminished by ∆fi .

Bilinear
Splatting

Densify &
Reshape



dl , C l (x, dl )



kdl k∞ ≤ r, d ∈ Sx(k) .

(5)

Since the coordinates dl are not necessarily integers, we
need to resample to integer coordinates in order to densify
the sparse tensor of correlations. We propose an approach
which we call “bilinear splatting”. The correlation values
are bilinearly splatted to the four nearest integer grids. For
instance, the correlation C l (x, dl ) at location dl is propagated to each of four neighbouring integer points, denoted
by [dl ] = (dx , dy ), according to
C l (x, [dl ]) = 1 − |dlx − dx |




1 − |dly − dy | C l (x, dl ).

These values are then summed for the set of correlations
(5) and the sparse tensors of each level are converted to
dense tensors, reshaped and concatenated to form a single
2D dense tensor of dimension 5(2r + 1)2 , where 5 is the
number of pyramid levels.
The approach we introduce here does not require learning. It is merely a conversion between sparse and dense
tensors hence is simpler than sparse convolutions.

2.5. GRU Update Block
(b) Multi-scale displacement encoder. We first form a multi-level
sparse correlation pyramid by scaling the coordinates by different constants. We then bilinearly splat the correlations onto the
integer grids and extract correlation values within a local window. The extracted windows are converted to dense tensors and
are reshaped and concatenated to form a single h × w × c tensor.

Figure 4: Illustration of how to process a sparse correlation volume in an iterative fashion.

Each vector in this 2D dense tensor encodes position information as well as the correlation values of the k matches.
We concatenate the 2D motion tensor with the context features and current estimate of flow and pass it through a gated
recurrent units (GRU) update block. The GRU update block
estimates the residual flow ∆fi+1 which is used to shift the
correlation volume coordinates in the next step.

3. Experiments
multi-scale sparse tensors and sampling displacements locally with a fixed radius at different resolutions. Coarser
resolutions give larger context while finer resolutions give
more accurate displacements. We then convert the sparse
tensors at each level to dense tensors and concatenate them
to form a single 2D tensor. This is illustrated in Figure 4b.
At each iteration i, for each pixel x, we start with a
(k)
set of the top k correlation positions Sx . So, the set

(k)
{ d, C(x, d) | d ∈ Sx } records the top k correlation
values for pixel x and their locations, obtained using a kNN
algorithm.
We construct a five-level sparse correlation volume pyramid by dividing the coordinates by (1, 2, 4, 8, 16) and de-

3.1. Implementation details
Network details We first extract quarter-resolution feature maps with 256 channels. Our feature extraction network contains six residual blocks. When passing the feature
maps to the kNN, we set k = 8. Namely, for each feature
vector, return the indices of the the top-8 feature vectors
that give the maximum inner products. The GRU update
block takes the current estimate of optical flow as well as
the context feature map as input. The context feature map
is extracted by a separate network with 128 channels. The
GRU update block also updates a 128-dimensional hiddenstate feature vector. During training time, the GRU iterates
8 times as opposed to 12 times in RAFT [29].
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Sintel (train)
Training Data

C+T

C+T+S/K(+H)

KITTI-15 (train)

Sintel (test)

KITTI-15 (test)

Method

Clean

Final

EPE

F1-all

Clean

Final

F1-all

LiteFlowNet2[14]
VCN[33]
MaskFlowNet[36]
FlowNet2[16]
DICL[30]
RAFT[29]
Ours

2.24
2.21
2.25
2.02
1.94
1.43
1.29

3.78
3.68
3.61
3.54
3.77
2.71
2.95

8.97
8.36
10.08
8.70
5.04
6.80

25.9
25.1
23.1
30.0
23.6
17.4
19.3

3.96
-

6.02
-

-

(1.45)
(1.71)
(1.30)
(1.87)
(1.92)
(1.66)
(1.11)
(0.77)
(0.76)
(0.86)
(0.79)

(2.01)
(2.34)
(1.62)
(1.17)
(2.51)
(2.24)
(1.60)
(1.27)
(1.22)
(1.75)
(1.70)

(2.30)
(1.50)
(1.47)
(1.31)
(1.63)
(1.16)
(1.02)
(0.63)
(0.75)

(6.8)
(5.3)
(4.8)
(4.1)
(5.3)
(4.1)
(3.6)
(1.5)
(2.1)

4.16
3.45
3.48
4.79
3.84
2.81
2.52
3.59
2.12
1.61
1.94
1.77
1.72

5.74
4.60
4.69
4.67
4.58
4.40
4.17
4.10
3.44
2.86
3.18
3.88
3.60

11.48
7.72
7.74
6.55
7.65
6.30
6.10
6.82
6.31
5.10
6.17

FlowNet2 [16]
PWC-Net+[28]
LiteFlowNet2 [14]
HD3 [34]
IRR-PWC [15]
VCN [33]
MaskFlowNet[36]
ScopeFlow[1]
DICL[30]
RAFT[29] (warm-start)
RAFT[29] (2-view)
Ours (warm-start)
Ours (2-view)

Table 1: Quantitative results on Sintel and KITTI 2015 datasets. EPE refers to the average endpoint error and F1-all refers
to the percentage of optical flow outliers over all pixels. “C + T” refers to results that are pre-trained on Chairs and Things datasets.
“S/K(+H)” refers to methods that are fine-tuned on Sintel, KITTI and some on HD1K datasets. Paratheses refer to the training results and
the best results are in bold font.
Training schedule Following previous work, we first pretrain our model on FlyingChairs [9] for 120k iterations with
batch size 6 and then on FlyingThings [21] for another 120k
iterations with batch size 4. We then fine-tune on a combination of Things, Sintel [6], KITTI 2015 [23] and HD1K
[19] for 120k iterations for Sintel evaluation and 50k on
KITTI 2015 [23] for KITTI evaluation. We use a batch size
of 4 for fine-tuning. We train our model on two 2080Ti
GPUs. The ablation experiments are conducted on a single Tesla P100 GPU. We implemented with the PyTorch
library [24].

The weight γ is set to 0.8 for pre-training on Chairs and
Things and 0.85 for fine-tuning on Sintel and KITTI. The
total number of steps N is set to 8.
kNN We use the faiss library [17] to run kNN on
gpu. Currently we are applying the brute-force exact search
method given our problem size is still considered small. The
faiss library provides optimized k-selection routines to
speed up the computation and for more details we refer the
readers to the original article [17].

3.2. Results
Loss function Similar to RAFT [29], we employ a recurrent network architecture where a sequence of residual
flows ∆fi are predicted. The optical flow prediction in each
step can be represented as fi+1 = fi + ∆fi+1 and the initial
values are f0 = 0, ∆f0 = 0.
We apply the loss function on the sequence of optical
flow predictions. Given the ground-truth optical flow fgt and
predicted optical flow at each step fi , the loss function is
defined as
N
X
L=
γ N −i kfi − fgt k1 .
i=1

We show quantitative comparison with existing works in
Table 1. We have achieved state-of-the-art results on the
Sintel clean dataset in the two-view case, obtaining 11.3%
improvement (1.94 → 1.72) over RAFT[29]. We also
tested the “warm-start” strategy in RAFT [29], which uses
optical flow estimated in the previous frames to initialize
current optical flow estimation. We found that it did not help
our performance hence our result is still behind RAFT’s
“warm-start” results. On the Sintel final dataset our result
is comparable to state-of-the-art results, currently behind
RAFT [29] and DICL [30] while better than all the other
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Input image 1

Ground-truth

RAFT [29]

Ours

Figure 5: Qualitative results on Sintel. We compare the results of the pre-training models (trained on Chairs + Things) on the
Sintel training dataset. The results are compared against RAFT. We demonstrate cases where the quarter resolution correlation volume
outperforms the eighth resolution correlation volume. Two noticable examples are the first two rows, where the motion of a thin bamboo
cannot be captured by the eighth resolution correlation volume due to the large downsampling. Nevertheless, it can be accurately predicted
by our method. Best viewed on screen when zooming in.
methods. On the KITTI-15 dataset, our result is behind
RAFT [29] and MaskFlowNet [36] and supersedes other
approaches. We tested the generalization ability of our approach by evaluating the pre-trained model (C+T) on Sintel
and KITTI-15. We have achieved the best results on Sintel clean and are second to RAFT [29] on Sintel final and
KITTI-15.
The improvements on Sintel clean can be attributed to
the larger correlation volume (1/4 resolution vs 1/8 resolution). We provide qualitative results in Figure 5, which
clearly demonstrates the advantage of building the correlation volume and predicting optical flow in high resolutions.
It can be seen that the motion of fine structures fails to be
captured by RAFT but can be accurately predicted by our
approach, with the use of a 1/4 resolution correlation volume. With Sintel final and KITTI-15, there exists significantly more motion blur and featureless regions. Therefore,
setting k = 8 might be too small to reach the same performance as a dense correlation volume. We analyse the
effect of k in Section 3.3 via ablation experiments. We
want to emphasize that even though we do not outperform
RAFT[29] in all datasets, it is surprising to see that a sparse
approach can do almost as well given the few storage of correlation values. For each pixel, we store and process only
k = 8 correlations whereas RAFT requires to store h × w
correlations, limiting its ability to scale up to higher resolutions.

Method

Chairs
(val)

Clean

Sintel (train)
Final

KITTI-15 (train)
EPE

F1-all

Resolution

Eighth
Quarter

0.95
0.71

1.55
1.29

3.07
2.95

5.74
6.80

20.2
19.3

Ours
Sparsity⋆

k=1
k=4
k=8

1.14
0.98
0.95

1.97
1.72
1.55

3.44
3.07
3.07

7.56
6.32
5.74

25.6
21.8
20.2

RAFT
Sparsity
[29]

k=1
k=8
k = 32
k = 128
ReLU
Dense

1.20
0.93
0.87
0.84
0.91
0.88

3.13
1.64
1.50
1.50
1.44
1.44

4.26
2.97
2.82
2.75
2.75
2.73

14.4
7.18
5.77
5.61
5.09
5.10

39.3
22.8
19.5
19.0
16.7
17.5

Table 2: Ablation experiment results. Settings used in our
final model are underlined. The details are in Section 3.3. We also
give results run on RAFT’s original code but with varying sparsity
levels of the correlation volume. ⋆ We ran these experiments on
1/8 resolution.

3.3. Ablation Study
We conducted ablation experiments to validate our hypothesis that top-k correlations are sufficient to give a good
representation of the full correlation volume. The main setting here is how large should k be. We show results on our
model with different choices of k on 1/8 resolutions. It can
be clearly seen that larger k gives better performance. Even
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Sparsity
Dense
k=8
k = 32
k = 128

1/4 Resolution

1/8 Resolution

Size

Memory

Size

Memory

7.8 × 108
2.2 × 105
8.9 × 105
3.6 × 106

3.1 GB
0.9 MB
3.6 MB
14.3 MB

4.8 × 107
5.5 × 104
2.2 × 105
8.8 × 105

191 MB
0.2 MB
0.9 MB
3.5 MB

(a) Size and memory of a correlation volume based on a pair of
images of size 436 × 1024. Size refers to the number of elements
and the correlation volumes are stored in 32-bit floats.
Method

batch = 1

batch = 2

RAFT [29]
Ours

10.6 GB
6.1 GB

20.0 GB
9.3 GB

(b) Actual memory consumption when training on the Sintel
dataset. The correlation volumes are built from 1/4 resolution
feature maps. We use a random crop of 400 × 720. The batch
size is set to 1 and 2.

Table 3: Results for memory consumption.
when k = 1, the results are still reasonable and do not completely fail.
We also compare 1/4 resolution correlation volume with
1/8 resolution correlation volume and we can see that
1/4 resolution correlation volume gives better results in all
datasets except the EPE in KITTI-15. Since large correlation volumes are constructed from higher-resolution feature
maps, we believe that larger correlation volumes are more
descriptive of the image details and the results agree with
our hypothesis.
An additional experiment we conducted is with RAFT’s
original implementation. We keep the top-k elements in the
correlation volume and set the rest to be zero. We vary k
to be {1, 8, 32, 128}. In Table 2, ReLU refers to setting
all negative values to be zero and only keeping the positive
correlations. We also trained with the original code which
is denoted as “Dense”. We can see that larger k gives better
results and k = {32, 128} almost reach the same performance as the dense method. ReLU even outperforms the
dense method on KITT-15. This again validates our hypothesis that there exists significant redundancy in the current dense approach and a sparse correlation volume with a
large enough k could do just as well.

3.4. Memory Consumption
Our method of processing the sparse correlation volume
does not introduce new learning parameters. The number
of parameters in our network is 5.3 MB, which is the same
as RAFT. Given an image pair of size 436 × 1024, the size
and memory of sparse correlation volumes and dense correlation volumes in 1/4 and 1/8 resolutions are listed in
Table 3a.

When correlation volumes are built from 1/8 resolution
feature maps, our approach does not lead to a significant
memory saving. This is due to the constant 2 GB memory
overhead of the kNN search library and also the correlation
volume is not a memory bottleneck (191 MB when batch
size = 1) when resolutions are small.
However, our approach demonstrates a clear advantage
when correlation volumes are built from 1/4 resolution feature maps for images of size 436 × 1024. When training
at 1/4 resolution, with a random crop of 400 × 720 of the
original image and batch size = 1 and 2, our approach consumes around 50% of total memory compared to RAFT.
The results are demonstrated in Table 3b. This showcases
the effectiveness of our approach in saving memory when
correlation volumes are scaled to higher resolutions.

3.5. Limitations
Increasing the resolution to 1/4, we have observed consistent improvements on fine-structure motions (e.g. the
bamboo sequence in Sintel). However, the commonly used
metric for overall evaluation, mean EPE, is defined to be biased towards large motions on large regions. One particular
weakness of our approach is the handling of featureless or
blurry regions. Such features typically have a large number
of matches due to the ambiguity, top-k might not be sufficient to cover the correct match and could give misguided
motion prediction. An example failure case is shown in Figure 6. One can see that the red hair contains significant motion blur, where our top-k correlations do not contain the
correct matches hence lead to incorrect prediction.

4. Related Work
Optical flow was first formulated as a continuous optimization problem with variational approaches [11]. Various
subsequent papers have worked on on improving robustness
[2] and energy term [35], incorporating descriptor matching
into energy minimization [4] and improving regularizations
[26]. Accurate flow fields can be predicted when displacements are small. However, their performances are limited
at large displacements, due to the use of first order Taylor
approximation.
Pyramidal approaches were developed to handle large
displacements in stereo and optical flow, pioneered by
Quam et al. [25]. Traditional methods build a Gaussian
pyramid [5] and predict optical flow or stereo in a coarseto-fine manner. In contrast, deep optical flow approaches
[27, 34, 13, 14, 15, 33, 1, 36, 30] build a feature pyramid
to extract more representative information on different levels through learning. Optical flows are then predicted in a
coarse-to-fine manner. A local correlation volume with a
limited search range is constructed in each level, based on
featured maps warped with the upsampled flow from the
previous level. This approach limits the search range of the
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(a) Image 1

(b) Image 2

(c) GT

(d) RAFT

(e) Ours

Figure 6: An example failure case. When the scene contains significant featureless regions or motion blur, top-k correlations may not
contain the correct matches and can lead to incorrect flow prediction.
correlation volume and effectively reduces the memory and
computational cost for processing it. However, as pointed
out in previous works [20, 10, 29], pyramidal warping approaches can have ghosting effects at occlusions. They are
also limited at handling the small object large motion problem and fine-level predictions often fail to recover errors
made in coarser levels. By contrast, our method operates at
a single resolution and does not suffer from such problems.
Pyramidal approaches are designed to handle large motions while keeping memory cost small. However, they are
not the only successful approach to dealing with large motions. Before the deep learning era, optical flow estimation
was formulated as a discrete optimization problem by solving a Markov random field (MRF) [3]. Chen et al. [7] proposed a one-shot global discrete optimization approach at
a single resolution with a distance transform, which is then
refined using continuous optimization. Menze et al. [22]
proposed reducing the search space by limiting to a fixed
number k matches per pixel via approximate nearest neighbour search. Our idea is similar in the sense that we both
limit the search space to top-k, but rather than solving an
MRF, we propose explicitly constructing a sparse correlation volume and using iterative refinement to predict optical
flow. The main difference is that our final solution does not
necessarily lie the top-k solution space, which gives better
occlusion handling. Our idea is also inspired by the recent
paper on learning to find sparse matches, which proposed
to find top-k matches first then process with sparse convolutions. However, we do not use sparse convolutions but
rather convert the sparse correlation volume to a dense tensor with our proposed multi-scale displacement encoder.
A recent breakthrough in deep optical flow estimation
has been achieved by RAFT [29], which proposed constructing a dense all-pairs correlation volume on a single
resolution and adopting a recurrent network to iteratively
predict optical flow. Due to the memory cost of the correlation volume, the feature map resolutions are limit to 1/8 of
the original image resolution. Our approach is different to
RAFT in three major ways:
1. Rather than constructing a dense all-pairs correlation volume, we construct a sparse correlation volume
where only the top k correlations are stored. This allows us to reduce the spatial complexity from O(N 2 )
to O(N ), where N refers to the number of pixels of an

image.
2. Because of the savings in memory cost, we can build
the correlation volume from higher resolution feature
maps (1/4 vs. 1/8) without limiting the searching
range. This allows our method to accurately predict
the motion of the finer structures.
3. We propose a new way of iteratively decoding the
sparse correlation volume. Rather than sampling in a
dense correlation volume at different locations, we iteratively update the coordinates of the sparse correlation volume and apply “bilinear splatting” to splat the
correlations onto the integer grids.

5. Conclusions
Since the publication of RAFT [29], the use of allpairs (large displacements) correlation volume is becoming a standard way of solving for optical flow due to its
superior performance compared to pyramidal approaches.
However, the memory consumption of an all-pairs correlation volume grows quadratically with the number of pixels,
quickly limiting its ability to handle high-resolution images
or capture fine-structure motion. We observed a rather surprising fact where storing just the top-k correlations provides almost as good results as storing the dense correlation
volume. The sparse correlation volume method proposed in
this paper provides an alternative approach to store the allpairs matching information which massively reduces memory consumption while gives accurate prediction of optical
flow. Experiments validated the feasibility of using sparse
correlation volume in optical flow estimation tasks. We believe our paper has paved a way for future optical flow research directions, where the memory requirement of correlation volumes is no longer a limiting factor.
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